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We investigate the transient ventilation ﬂow within a conﬁned ventilated space,
with high- and low-level openings, when the strength of a low-level point source
of heat is changed instantaneously. The steady-ﬂow regime in the space involves a
turbulent buoyant plume, which rises from the point source to a well-mixed warm
upper layer. The steady-state height of the interface between this layer and the lower
layer of exterior ﬂuid is independent of the heat ﬂux, but the upper layer becomes
progressively warmer with heat ﬂux. New analogue laboratory experiments of the
transient adjustment between steady states identify that if the heat ﬂux is increased,
the continuing plume propagates to the top of the room forming a new, warmer
layer. This layer gradually deepens, and as the turbulent plume entrains ﬂuid from
the original warm layer, the original layer is gradually depleted and disappears, and a
new steady state is established. In contrast, if the source buoyancy ﬂux is decreased, the
continuing plume is cooler than the original plume, so that on reaching the interface it
is of intermediate density between the original warm layer and the external ﬂuid. The
plume supplies a new intermediate layer, which gradually deepens with the continuing
ﬂow. In turn, the original upper layer becomes depleted, both as a result of being
vented through the upper opening of the space, but also due to some penetrative
entrainment of this layer by the plume, as the plume overshoots the interface before
falling back to supply the new intermediate layer. We develop quantitative models
which are in good accord with our experimental data, by combining classical plume
theory with models of the penetrative entrainment for the case of a decrease in
heating. Typically, we ﬁnd that the eﬀect of penetrative entrainment on the density
of the intruding layer is relatively weak, provided the change in source strength is
suﬃciently large. However, penetrative entrainment measurably increases the rate at
which the depth of the draining layer decreases. We conclude with a discussion of the
importance of these results for the control of naturally ventilated spaces.

1. Introduction
When there is a localized source of heating at the base of an enclosed space, with
high- and low-level openings to a uniform exterior, a two-layer natural ventilation
ﬂow, known as the ‘emptying ﬁlling box’ develops. In steady state, a turbulent buoyant
† Present address: Seismological Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA
91125, USA.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the transient ﬂow when the source buoyancy is either
discontinuously: increased (upper panels, and so the new layer ﬁlls the room from above);
or decreased (lower panels, and so the new layer intrudes from below). The original buoyant
layer is shaded in light grey in each case, and ﬂow directions are shown with arrows. In the
intruding case, the possibility for penetrative entrainment is represented by the small dashed
downward arrow between the original and the intruding layer above the plume.

plume rises from the heat source to an upper well-mixed layer. This plume entrains
ﬂuid of ambient density from the lower layer. The depth of the interface corresponds
to the level at which the volume ﬂux in the plume equals the ventilation volume
ﬂux. With a pure source of heating, this depth is independent of the heat source,
and only depends on the areas of the ventilation openings, the depth of the room
and the coeﬃcient of entrainment associated with the plume (Linden, Lane-Serﬀ &
Smeed 1990). However, the temperature of the warm upper layer does increase with
the strength of the heat source (Linden et al. 1990). In this paper we examine the
process by which the ﬂow evolves from one such steady state to another as a result
of a change in the heating load.
Two qualitatively diﬀerent transient ﬂows can occur, depending on whether the
source heat ﬂux increases or decreases, as shown schematically in ﬁgure 1. If the source
heat ﬂux increases, the temperature and intensity of the plume increases. The plume is
buoyant relative to the original upper warm layer and hence rises to the top of the
space. Here it forms a new hot layer, which gradually deepens with time, while the
original warm layer is entrained by this plume thereby becoming depleted, as shown
in the upper panels of ﬁgure 1. Eventually, the original warm layer disappears, and
the new hot layer attains the depth of the original upper layer. We refer to this ﬂow
regime as the ‘ﬁlling’ regime. We note that Kaye & Hunt (2004) have described the
limiting case of the transition from an initially unheated room to a heated room, and
we compare our results with that case for reference.
Conversely, if the source heat ﬂux is decreased, the plume becomes cooler and less
intense, so that on reaching the original upper warm layer, the continuing plume
is now cold and dense. The plume then intrudes at this level to form a new layer,
as shown in the lower panels of ﬁgure 1. The original warm upper layer may then
become depleted owing to two processes. Firstly, it drains through the top opening
as a continuation of the upward ventilation ﬂow. Secondly, the continuing turbulent
plume may entrain some of the upper-layer ﬂuid since, although it is relatively dense,
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it can overshoot the interface, thereby mixing with some of the original upper-layer
ﬂuid, before falling back into the lower layer (Baines 1975; Baines, Turner & Campbell
1990; Bloomﬁeld & Kerr 2000; Linden 1973; Kumagai 1984; Lin & Linden 2005;
McDougall 1981). We refer to this regime as the ‘intruding’ regime.
In § 2, we develop idealized models to describe both the dynamics of the ‘ﬁlling’
(increased heating) and ‘intruding’ (decreased heating) ﬂows. For simplicity, we assume
that the change in the heat load is instantaneous, and also that the buoyant layers that
form are well mixed, which is typically a good approximation (see Caulﬁeld & Woods
2002; Flynn & Caulﬁeld 2006 for a fuller discussion of the well-mixed approximation,
and Bolster & Caulﬁeld 2008 for a discussion of the eﬀects of continuous variation
in heat load). In § 3, we present some new analogue experiments which illustrate and
quantify the transient ﬂow in both cases of increasing and decreasing source buoyancy
ﬂuxes.
We compare the predictions of our various models with the results of the
experiments to test our modelling approach, in particular the assumption that the
layers are well mixed, and also to test whether the observed penetrative entrainment
plays a signiﬁcant dynamical role in intruding ﬂows. For intruding ﬂows, we ﬁnd that
including penetrative entrainment improves the prediction of the observed evolution
of the interface between the original and intruding layers. However, due in part to the
fact that the layers are not completely well mixed, the typical density in the intruding
layer is actually usually better modelled using the assumption that no entrainment
takes place. The two models with and without entrainment can usefully be thought
of as end-members between which the real ﬂow evolution occurs. Finally, in § 4, we
draw some conclusions.
2. Model development
In modelling the ﬂow, we combine the theory of turbulent buoyant plumes (Morton
Taylor & Turner 1956) in the lower layer, with a model of the buoyant ascent of
ﬂuid through the space and through the ventilation openings (Linden et al. 1990),
allowing for the transient evolution of the system through the inclusion of either a
new upper layer for the ﬁlling regime or a new intermediate layer for the intruding
regime. In the intruding regime, we also allow for the possibility of penetrative
entrainment associated with the plume rising into the original warm upper layer.
We are particularly interested in investigating whether the penetrative entrainment
is signiﬁcant dynamically, and so we also allow for the calculation of ﬂow evolution
with no penetrative entrainment. We assume that each of the layers is thoroughly well
mixed, and that the interfaces between the layers are sharp. These are always going to
be approximations to reality, particularly when considering the eﬀects of penetrative
entrainment, an issue we return to in § 3 when considering our experimental results.
We note that in the ﬁlling regime, the continuing plume rises through both the lower
layer of ambient ﬂuid and the original warm layer. Since these have diﬀerent densities,
the plume experiences a discrete change in buoyancy relative to the surrounding ﬂuid
as it passes across the interface. In this situation, it is most accurate to solve the
conservation equations for the turbulent buoyant plume above the interface in order
to calculate the mass ﬂux supplied to the new upper layer.
2.1. Plume model
Equations for the conservation of volume ﬂux Q and speciﬁc momentum ﬂux M of
a turbulent buoyant plume with buoyancy ﬂux F in a uniform environment were
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developed by Morton et al. (1956) and take the form
d
FQ d
d
Q = 2α π1/2 M 1/2 ;
M=
;
F = 0;
(2.1)
dz
dz
M dz
where α ∼ 0.1 is an empirically determined entrainment constant. For a ventilation
ﬂow in a conﬁned space of height H it is convenient to scale these equations using
the similarity solutions derived by Morton et al. (1956) for a turbulent buoyant plume
rising from a source of pure buoyancy Fo through a uniform ambient of height H .
In these solutions, the volume ﬂux Qo (H ) and the speciﬁc momentum ﬂux Mo (H ) of
the original plume with source buoyancy ﬂux Fo at height H are given by

1/3
2/3

6α 9α π2 Fo H 5
9α π1/2 Fo H 2
5 1/3
= λ(Fo H ) ; Mo (H ) =
. (2.2)
Qo (H ) =
5
10
10
Also, we scale the height z by the depth of the space H , deﬁning ζ = z/H . The
dimensionless buoyancy ﬂux, mass ﬂux and momentum ﬂux then take the form
f=

Q
M
λg  H 5/3
Q
F
= ĝq; q =
;
m
=
,
ĝ
=
,
=
Fo
Qo (H ) λFo1/3 H 5/3
(9α/10)2/3 π1/3 Fo2/3 H 4/3
Fo2/3
(2.3)

where g  is the reduced gravity g  = g(ρa −ρ)/ρa relative to ambient ﬂuid of density ρa .
Finally, it is convenient to scale time with the ‘ﬁlling box’ time, i.e. the time required
to ﬁll the enclosure by a plume with volume ﬂux Qo (H ). The ﬁlling box time To is
deﬁned as
Ac H
,
(2.4)
To =
Qo (H )
with Ac representing the cross-sectional area of the room, so that the dimensionless
time τ = t/To .
The dimensionless equations for the plume in an ambient of constant density in an
arbitrary region ζ1 < ζ < ζ2 then take the form

1/5
d
d
5
4 fq
d
5 
,
(2.5)
q = m1/2 ;
m=
→
q = f q 2 − qc2 + m5/2
c
dζ
3
dζ
3 m
dζ
3
where m(ζ1 ) = mc and q(ζ1 ) = qc and, in the region ζ1 < ζ < ζ2 the plume buoyancy
ﬂux is f .
2.2. Ventilation ﬂow
2.2.1. Filling regime
In the case of an instantaneous increase in heat load (as shown in ﬁgure 2a), the
dimensionless ventilation ﬂow, qt = Qt /Qo (H ), through the high-level or ‘top’ opening
(see ﬁgure 2a) depends on the depth of the new buoyant layer with dimensionless
reduced gravity ĝf > ĝo , located in the region 1 > ζ > ζf (τ ), and the original buoyant
layer, of dimensionless reduced gravity ĝ o , located in the region ζo (τ ) < ζ < ζf (τ ),
according to the relation (Linden et al. 1990)
Qt
A
= qt = 3/2 2 [ĝ o (ζf − ζo ) + ĝ f (1 − ζf )]1/2 .
Qo (H )
λ H

(2.6)

In this expression A is the eﬀective opening area
A2 =

2A2t A2b
,
A2t + A2b

(2.7)
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Figure 2. Schematics of the (a) ‘ﬁlling’ regime and (b) ‘intruding regime’ illustrating the
various dimensionless variables used.

where At and Ab are the product of the areas of the top and bottom openings and
their discharge coeﬃcients (Linden et al. 1990).
2.2.2. Intruding regime
In the case of a reduction in the heat load (see ﬁgure 2b), the new layer, with reduced
gravity ĝ i < ĝ o ) intrudes below the original layer in the region ζi (τ ) < ζ < ζo (τ ). Now,
the original warm layer, with reduced gravity ĝ o lies in the region ζo < ζ < 1. In this
regime, the ventilation ﬂux is given by
qt =

A
[ĝ (1
3/2
λ H2 o

− ζo ) + ĝ i (ζo − ζi )]1/2 .

(2.8)

2.3. Steady state
At ﬁnal steady state, ζo = ζf = ζ∞ for a ﬁlling ﬂow associated with an increase in the
heating. Conversely, ζo = 1, ζi = ζ∞ for an intruding ﬂow associated with a decreased
buoyancy ﬂux. In both cases, if we match the volume ﬂux in the plume, as given by
the original similarity solutions of Morton et al. (1956), at the interface, ζ = ζ∞ with
the ventilation ﬂux qt , we ﬁnd
ζ∞5
A2
= 3  4.
1 − ζ∞ λ H

(2.9)

This illustrates that the ﬁnal interface location coincides with the original interface
location, and is purely a function of the opening areas, room height and entrainment
coeﬃcient as originally derived by Linden et al. (1990).
2.4. Transient dynamics of the ﬁlling ﬂow
We assume that for τ = t/To < 0, the original source is a source of buoyancy ﬂux
f = 1 alone, which, for simplicity, can be modelled using the point source similarity
solution given in (2.2). Therefore, initially qo (ζ ) = ζ 5/3 , mo (ζ ) = ζ 4/3 . At τ = 0+ , the
source buoyancy ﬂux is increased to f+ > 1. The plume ﬂuid is buoyant when it arrives
at the original upper layer, and so it propagates to the ceiling, where it spreads out
and forms a deepening layer which ﬁlls the room from above (ﬁgure 2a).
Assuming that the ﬁlling layer is well mixed at all times, the evolution equations
are
[ĝ r (ζf ) − ĝ f ]qr (ζf )
d
d
d
ζo = −q+ (ζo ) + qt ,
ζf = −qr (ζf ) + qt ,
ĝ f =
. (2.10)
dτ
dτ
dτ
(1 − ζf )
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Assuming that the new upper layer remains well mixed, we obtain the equation for
ĝ f by considering the evolution of the total buoyancy in the upper layer (1 − ζf )ĝ f ,
and then using the equation for ζf to eliminate qt . The volume ﬂux qr of the plume
at ζ = ζf is determined in two stages. For 0 < ζ < ζo , we use the classical predictions
for the volume ﬂux and momentum ﬂux of a plume rising in a uniform environment,
q+ (ζo ) = f+1/3 ζo5/3 and m+ (ζo ) = f+2/3 ζo4/3 . Once the buoyant plume enters the original
buoyant layer, the driving buoyancy ﬂux of the plume is reduced from
f = f+ = [ρa − ρ+ (ζo )]/[ρa − ρo (H )]q+ (ζo ),

(2.11)

at ζ = ζo− , to
[ρo − ρ+ (ζo )]
(2.12)
q+ (ζo ) = f+ − ĝ o q+ (ζo ) > 0,
[ρa − ρo (H )]
at ζ = ζo+ . The volume ﬂux qr (ζf ) for the plume with reduced buoyancy ﬂux f = fr
is then determined by solving (2.5) in the region ζo < ζ < ζf with the boundary
conditions qc = q+ (ζo ), mc = m+ (ζo ). This two-stage approach is essential since the
reduction in the buoyancy ﬂux at the original interface, ζo , causes the plume volume
and momentum ﬂux to diverge from the classic similarity solution (see Caulﬁeld &
Woods 1995; Hunt & Kaye 2001; Morton 1959). Using (2.12), the reduced gravity of
the plume ﬂuid relative to the ambient at the ﬁlling layer interface ĝ r (ζf ) is given by
f = fr =

ĝ r (ζf ) =

fr
+ ĝ o ,
qr (ζf )

(2.13)

and so all the quantities on the right-hand sides of (2.10) can be determined. In
solving these equations, the appropriate initial conditions for the interface locations
are ζo (0) = ζ∞ , ζf (0) = 1. The initial reduced gravity of the ﬁlling layer ĝ f (0) = ĝ r (1),
where ĝ r (1) is determined by using (2.13) in (2.5) which are then integrated all the
way from the initial location of the original interface, ζ = ζ∞ , to the ceiling, ζ = 1.
The typical transient behaviour is shown in ﬁgure 3(a). For clarity, we have chosen
ζ∞ = 1/2, and so the steady-state interface is always at the midpoint of the room.
We also choose f+ = 5 representing a ﬁve-fold increase in the heating rate. On the
ﬁgure, the evolution of the location of original interface ζo is plotted with a thick line,
and the ﬁlling interface ζf with a thin line, shading (with an intermediate shade of
grey) the shrinking region occupied by original ﬂuid. The ﬁlling region of the new
more buoyant ﬂuid is shaded in darker grey. For comparison, the dotted line illustrates
the evolution of the depth of the ﬁlling interface ζf in the diﬀerent situation in which
the room is initially all ﬁlled with ambient ﬂuid. This corresponds to the model
described by Kaye & Hunt (2004).
The depth of the lower surface of the original buoyant layer initially descends. This
is because just after turning up the heating, at the original depth ζo (0) of the warm
upper layer, the volume ﬂux in the new plume is greater than that in the original
plume. However, the ventilation ﬂow is still controlled by the original warm upper
layer. Since this ventilation ﬂow equals the ﬂux in the original weaker plume, the ﬂow
of the stronger plume causes the original interface ζo to descend. Since the draining
ﬂow qt through the top opening is enhanced by the presence of the original layer, the
depth of the new ﬁlling layer increases more slowly than in the case with no original
warm layer (the dashed line). Also, although the lower interface of the original
warm ﬂuid layer does descend, the lower interface of the new hot layer converges
monotonically from above to the steady-state location. However, comparison of the
dashed and solid line indicates that with a large increase in the heating, the original
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Figure 3. Variation with time of various properties of ﬂows with sources of buoyancy alone
and ζ∞ = 1/2. (a) Original interface location ζo (plotted with a thick solid line), ﬁlling interface
location ζf (thin solid line) and transient ﬁlling box interface location with no original layer
(dashed line) for a ﬁlling ﬂow with increased source buoyancy ﬂux f+ = 5. The medium
shaded region shows the part of the room occupied by the buoyant layer from the original
plume, while the darker shaded region shows the more buoyant layer from the plume with
increased buoyancy ﬂux f+ > 1. (b) Original interface location ζo (plotted with a thick solid
line), intruding interface location ζi (thin solid line) and a draining original layer in the absence
of a plume (dashed line) for an intruding ﬂow with decreased source buoyancy ﬂux f− = 1/5,
and entrainment parameter E = 1. The lightly shaded region is the less buoyant intruding layer
from the plume with decreased buoyancy ﬂux f− < 1, while the medium shaded region shows
the part of the room occupied by the buoyant layer from the original plume. (c) The original
interface location ζo (thick lines) and intruding interface location ζi (thin lines) for intruding
(decreased buoyancy ﬂux) ﬂows with f− = 1/5, and: E = 0 (solid lines); E = 0.5 (dashed lines);
E = 1 (dotted lines); E = 1.5 (dot-dashed lines). (d ) Relative reduced gravity ĝ i /ĝ o of the
intruding layer for intruding (decreased buoyancy ﬂux) ﬂows with f− = 1/5, and: E = 0 (solid
lines); E = 0.5 (dashed lines); E = 1 (dotted lines); E = 1.5 (dot-dashed lines).

warm layer has a secondary inﬂuence on the ﬂow. As a result, the transient adjustment
to steady state occurs over the ﬁlling box time scale associated with the new plume
of increased heat ﬂux.
2.5. Transient dynamics of the intruding ﬂow
If the heat load is decreased instantaneously to f− < 1, as illustrated in the lower
panels of ﬁgure 1, then the original layer will eventually be replaced by a layer of
the same depth 1 − ζ∞ with a reduced gravity ĝ i → f−2/3 ζ∞−5/3 (see ﬁgure 2b). In
the transient ﬂow, there are again three layers: a lower layer 0 < ζ < ζo of ambient
ﬂuid (reduced gravity ĝ l = 0); the new intruding layer of buoyancy ĝ i in the region
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ζi (τ ) < ζ < ζo (τ ) and the original layer of warm ﬂuid in the region ζo (τ ) < ζ < 1 with
reduced gravity ĝ o .
Again, by conservation of mass at the two interfaces, the evolution equations take
the form
d
d
d
f− − ĝ i q− (ζi ) + [ĝ o − ĝ i ]qe
ζo = qe +qt ,
ζi = −q− (ζi )+qt ,
ĝ i =
. (2.14)
dτ
dτ
dτ
(ζo − ζi )
The lower interface of the original layer of buoyant ﬂuid rises as a result of both
the draining ﬂow qt through the top opening and the penetrative entrainment ﬂux qe .
The entrainment ﬂux is caused by the overshoot of the relatively dense plume into
the original buoyant layer, since before collapsing back into the intruding layer the
plume mixes with some of the upper-layer ﬂuid. The reduced gravity of the intruding
layer is aﬀected both by the density of the arriving plume ﬂuid, and also by the
density of the ﬂuid entrained from the upper original layer by the plume. The volume
ﬂux at the lower interface of the new intruding layer, q− (ζi ), is given by the classical
similarity solution for an ideal source of buoyancy ﬂux, f− using (2.5), i.e.
q− (ζi ) = f−1/3 ζi5/3 = qi .

(2.15)

The draining volume ﬂux qt is given by (2.8).
If we assume that there is no penetrative entrainment, qe = 0 in (2.14). In this
case (2.14) reduces to a simple form: the intruding layer is made up of ﬂuid purely
from the new plume with reduced buoyancy ﬂux, and the original layer reduces in
depth through draining alone. On the other hand, if there actually is penetrative
entrainment, it is apparent from (2.14) that penetrative entrainment increases ĝ i since
ĝ o > ĝ i (and thus reduces the density of the intruding layer) thus increasing the rate
at which the original layer is lost. To complete the mathematical description of the
ﬂow in this circumstance, we need a model for qe , the volume ﬂux entrained from the
original warm layer into the new intruding layer by the overshooting of the plume. As
the plume enters the new intermediate layer, at ζ = ζi , it is actually a little denser than
this layer owing to the earlier penetrative entrainment of the much more buoyant
upper layer into this layer. The plume therefore rises into the new intruding layer as a
relatively dense fountain. If the momentum of the plume is suﬃcient, it will continue
upwards to the original buoyant layer at ζ = ζo (τ ), above which it may then entrain
some of the hot original upper layer.
In the appendix, we develop a simpliﬁed model for qe , building on much previous
work (see Baines 1975; Baines, Turner & Campbell 1990; Bloomﬁeld & Kerr 2000;
Kumagai 1984; Linden 1973; McDougall 1981). We allow for the fact that the fountain
in general rises through two layers in which it is dense: the new intruding layer and the
original buoyant layer. Therefore, it is necessary to apportion the entrainment by the
fountain between the original buoyant layer (contributing to qe ) and the entrainment
in the intruding layer, which just enhances the likelihood that the intruding layer
is well mixed. Therefore, as discussed in more detail in the appendix, provided the
fountain rise height in the two layers ζm is greater than the depth of the intruding
layer ζo − ζi , we assume that


[ζo − ζi ]
,
(2.16)
qe = Eqi 1 −
ζm
where the (assumed universal) constant E is empirically determined.
The appropriate initial conditions for a transient intruding ﬂow problem are
ζo (0) = ζi (0) = ζ∞ and ĝ i (0) = ĝ − (ζ∞ ) = f− /q− (ζ∞ ). A typical transient evolution,
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according to the model (2.14), is shown in ﬁgure 3(b) for a pure source of heating, and
we have again set ζ∞ = 1/2, and so the steady-state interface is always at the midpoint
of the room. In this example, we assume that the heat ﬂux decreases by a factor of
ﬁve, so f− = 1/5, to complement the earlier case in which the heat ﬂux increases by a
factor of ﬁve. In this illustrative calculation, we show the model predictions using two
diﬀerent (assumed universal) values of E: the purely intruding case where we model
the ﬂow with E = 0, and a case where we model the eﬀect of non-zero penetrative
entrainment by setting E = 1. These two cases may be considered as end-members,
bracketing the experimental behaviour which is actually observed, and discussed in
§ 3. On the ﬁgure, the evolution of the location of the original interface ζo with time is
also plotted using a thick solid line, and the location of the intruding interface ζi with
time is plotted using a thin line. The region occupied by original ﬂuid is shaded with
an intermediate shade of grey, and the ﬁgure illustrates how this layer is eroded with
time. The intruding layer is also shaded in light grey. We have also calculated the
evolution of a purely draining ﬂow with no plume heat source for τ > 0, by solving
the equation for ζo in (2.14) with qe = 0 and qt determined using ĝ i = 0 in (2.8). The
result of this calculation is plotted with a dashed line.
In this transient ﬂow, the total depth of the buoyant layers decreases transiently as
expected when the source buoyancy ﬂux is decreased: this is a result of the reduced
volume ﬂux of the plume following the reduction in the heat load. Since the upper layer
initially drives a ventilation ﬂow with volume ﬂux equal to that of the original plume
at the level of the interface, then with the reduced intensity of the plume, the interface
rises in order to match the ventilation ﬂow. The ﬁgure also shows that the original
layer disappears more rapidly than in the pure draining ﬂow in which the heat source
is set to zero (as plotted with the dashed line). This is because of the warm intruding
layer associated with the continuing heat source which, relative to the case of removing
the heat source, increases the net buoyancy of the column of air in the room and
hence the ventilation ﬂow.
The ﬂow is sensitive in two ways to the particular choice of the entrainment
parameter E within our simple model, as shown in ﬁgure 3(c), in which the evolution
of the height of the original interface ζo (τ ) is plotted (with thick lines) and the
intruding interface ζi (τ ) (with thin lines) for four diﬀerent choices of E. The case
E = 0 corresponds to us assuming within our model that the ﬂow has no entrainment.
As we increase E within our model over the range 0 < E < 1, the model predicts a
more rapid depletion of the original warm layer. The particular chosen value of E
has much less impact on the predicted height of the new intruding interface at ζi .
While the original layer persists, the total buoyancy of the plume ﬂuid in the room
is not aﬀected by penetrative entrainment, as the penetrative entrainment merely
acts to redistribute buoyancy between the two layers. Therefore, the ﬂow qt through
the top opening is unaﬀected by the entrainment of original ﬂuid into the intruding
layer, until the original layer is completely depleted. Subsequently however, there is
a slight variation, since the reduced gravity of the ﬂuid that is leaving through the
top opening varies depending on the value of the entrainment parameter, as this will
modify the reduced gravity of the remaining intruding layer. (We discuss this point
further in § 3 below.)
The other marked eﬀect of penetrative entrainment is in variation of the reduced
gravity of the intruding layer. In ﬁgure 3(d ), the model prediction of the reduced
gravity of the new intruding layer is plotted as a fraction of the buoyancy of the
original layer, ĝ i /ĝ o for the various values of E. For reference, for the particular
ﬂow considered here ĝ o = 2−5/3 = 0.32, and ĝ i /ĝ o → f−2/3 = 0.34 at long times. When
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there is no penetrative entrainment, the reduced gravity of the newly intruding layer
initially decreases as the interface ζi recedes upwards, and so the incoming plume
ﬂuid becomes relatively more diluted by entrained ambient ﬂuid. Subsequently, the
buoyancy increases again as the layer relaxes back to its asymptotic value. If there is
any pentrative entrainment, the initial entrainment of less dense ﬂuid tends to increase
the initial reduced gravity of the intruding layer, as is apparent on ﬁgure 3(d ). Indeed,
for a suﬃciently large value of E in the model, the initial penetrative entrainment of
original layer (and hence less dense) ﬂuid increases the reduced gravity suﬃciently to
dominate the initial reduction of the reduced gravity of the incoming plume ﬂuid due
to the transient decrease of the total layer depth, and so ĝ i starts from a high value,
which then decreases monotonically with time.
It is important to appreciate that this simpliﬁed entrainment model, and in
particular the assumption that E is independent of the magnitude of the change
in heating, f− , or the height of the steady-state interface, ζ∞ , is only likely to be
appropriate for intermediate values of decreased buoyancy ﬂux f− . If f− is close to
one, the penetrative entrainment is likely to be so intense that the plume may rise
to the top of the space and no clear intruding layer will form. Conversely, if f− is
suﬃciently small, then the plume ﬂuid may be so dense that penetrative entrainment is
suppressed. In particular, care must be taken in drawing conclusions from empirical
determinations of the parameter E, outside the range of f− and ζ∞ covered by
our laboratory experiments. Furthermore, the assumption that the intruding layer is
always thoroughly well mixed when there is penetrative entrainment is always going
to be a simpliﬁcation (though perhaps a useful one), at least at early times. Indeed,
empirical determination of the entrainment parameter must be assessed critically,
as interface location measurements may well imply a diﬀerent value for E from
that which is implied by measurements of the density in the intruding layer. We
test the usefulness of our model in the next section with a series of experimental
measurements, paying particular attention to circumstances testing the underlying
assumptions of our model.
3. Experiments
3.1. Experimental method
We conducted a systematic series of small-scale analogue laboratory experiments
to test our models. The experiments were conducted in a model room, which was
immersed, upside down, in a tank of fresh water. Localized heat sources were then
modelled by sources of brine, exploiting the Boussinesq approximation (Linden 1999).
The model room was constructed from acrylic sheet, with internal dimensions 0.316 ×
0.316×0.372 m. Five circular outﬂow openings with diameter 15 mm could be opened
at the base of the walls,
√ while the upper part of the room was completely open. Using
this approach, A  2cd Ao , where Ao is the total area of the unplugged openings,
and cd is the appropriate discharge coeﬃcient. √
For this experimental geometry,
Gladstone & Woods (2001) have determined that 2cd  0.98, a number which we
veriﬁed by a sequence of simple draining experiments. The model room was submerged
in a reservoir tank of fresh water of dimensions 2.00 × 0.74 × 0.76 m, which, over the
time scale of the experiments, provided an unchanging uniform environment.
Two turbulent plume sources were positioned side-by-side at the centre of the
building model, with the exit nozzles approximately 1 cm below the top level of the
model. Each plume source was supplied with a saline solution (ranging between 2 %
and 20 % NaCl by weight) thus allowing the system to experience an instantaneous
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change in buoyancy at the source. The source volume ﬂux was calibrated through
direct measurement. The original source was typically used for a suﬃciently long time
for both the depth and density of the original layer to be close to its steady-state
value. The time τ = 0 was then chosen to correspond to the instant at which the new
plume material ﬁrst reaches the steady-state interface height.
As discussed in Woods, Caulﬁeld & Phillips (2003), with a ﬁnite source mass
ﬂux, the steady-state interface location depends on the source conditions. In general,
the interface height is a function of the source momentum ﬂux, volume ﬂux and
buoyancy ﬂux. Provided the steady-state location of the interface is suﬃciently far
from the source, however, diﬀerences in the steady interface location for plumes of
diﬀerent source conditions are principally dependent on the virtual origin from which
the plume appears to be rising, zv . The location zv is such that Q = λFs1/3 (z + zv )5/3
suﬃciently far from the source, with λ as deﬁned in (2.2) (Caulﬁeld & Woods 1995;
Hunt & Kaye 2001). The distance of the virtual origin behind the actual source
scales with bs , the source dimension, but also depends on the dimensionless source
parameter Γ (Morton 1959) given by
Γ=

5Q2s Fs
4αMs5/2

=

5π5/2 bs5 gs
.
4αQ2s

(3.1)

In order that the strong and weak plumes have close to the same interface height,
so that the ﬁnal steady interface matches the initial steady interface, the two plume
sources require the same virtual origin. The experimental sources we used were based
on the design of Dr Paul Cooper (see Hunt & Linden 2001), and have a nearly
uniform source velocity across the source radius. Therefore Ms ∼ Q2s /(πbs2 ) and so
in order that two plumes have the same value of Γ , we require that Q21 /g1 = Q22 /g2 .
This quantity was therefore always matched in our experiments as the buoyancy ﬂux
was changed.
Steady state, with interface location ζ = ζss occurs when the plume volume ﬂux
into the buoyant layer qp (ζss ) exactly matches the ventilation ﬂow, qt , through the
top opening. Although the sources had non-zero source volume ﬂux, since the tank is
open at the top, and so the hydrostatic pressure is equal inside and outside there, the
outﬂow qt is still given by (2.6) and (2.8) for the ﬁlling ﬂow in which the buoyancy
ﬂux is increased and the intruding ﬂow in which the buoyancy ﬂux is decreased.
Therefore, at steady state,
qt3 =

ζ∞5 (1 − ζss )
= qp3 (ζss ),
(1 − ζ∞ )

(3.2)

where qp (ζss ) is determined as a solution of the plume equations (2.5). In solving
the plume equations, we have used the initial conditions at z = 0 that q = qs , m = ms ,
and f = f− . It is important to appreciate that ζss < ζ∞ , since ﬁnite source volume ﬂux
reduces the interface location compared to the point source value ζ∞ (see Woods et al.
2003 for more details).
Considering (3.2), it is clear that the value of the entrainment constant α appears
in two places: in the scaling of the source conditions deﬁned by (2.3) and the scaling
of ζ∞ from (2.9), where as already noted, the appropriate value of the discharge
coeﬃcient can be determined completely independently through draining experiments.
Therefore, for any given value of α, (3.2) implicitly deﬁnes a value of ζss which can
be compared with experimental measurement. We conducted 47 diﬀerent experiments
which we allowed to evolve to steady
√ state. The most consistent choice of α with this
data has value α = (0.096 ± 0.007) 2 (equivalently, λ = 0.17 as deﬁned in (2.2), when
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the velocity and density distributions were assumed to be ‘top-hat’ for simplicity). This
choice of α implied an r.m.s. error between (3.2) and the experimental measurements
of less than 4 mm, which is within the precision of our experimental measurement
techniques. This technique follows the approach of Baines (1975) for determining α.
The other parameter which needs to be empirically determined is the entrainment
parameter E as deﬁned implicitly in (2.16). To determine this, we conducted eight
intruding ﬂow experiments, varying both the ratio of the source buoyancy ﬂuxes (and
hence f− ) and the opening area (and hence ζ∞ ). For this sequence of experiments, the
principal experimental measurement was the time evolution of the interface height.
These measurements, with a precision of ∼5 mm, were taken using the shadowgraph
technique, where the light source was suﬃciently far from the tank for any parallax
errors to be extremely small. It is important to appreciate that this method identiﬁes
variation of light intensity proportional to the Laplacian (here dominated by the
second z-derivative) of the refractive index, and hence the density of the ﬂuid (see
Settles 2001 for more detail). Therefore, the interface identiﬁed will correspond to the
location where the density gradient is most rapidly varying. If the intruding layer is
not completely well mixed, this may well not correspond to alternative reasonable
deﬁnitions of the interface between the two regions of ﬂuid, for example the midpoint
of the region over which density varies signiﬁcantly.
For a given value of E, we solved the model system (2.14) for each of the eight
intruding-ﬂow experimental data sets. We then compared the model predictions with
the measurements of both the interface locations which were taken at each of the 100
time intervals during each experiment, as the ﬂow evolved. We have found that the
r.m.s. error between the theoretical predictions and the experimental measurements of
the interface locations can be minimized and takes the value 5–6 mm, when E = 1.06.
However, we observed that the models are only weakly sensitive to the precise value
of E, and the experimental interface location data are consistent (to within an r.m.s.
error of less than 1 cm) with the model predictions using E in the range 0.5 < E < 1.5.
This is in accord with the value E = 0.65 reported by Lin & Linden (2005) (i.e.
E = 0.65 ± 0.17).
It is important to appreciate that we considered only intermediate values
0.1 < f− < 0.4 and so caution should be exercised in extrapolating outside that range
of values. Experimental issues make it extremely diﬃcult to consider a wider range of
f− . The largest possible buoyancy ﬂux is constrained by three principal requirements.
Firstly, the models using salt constrains the largest possible density diﬀerence to be of
the order of 15 %, just on the limit of consistency with the Boussinesq approximation.
Secondly, the source momentum ﬂux must be suﬃciently small to ensure that the
whole space does not overturn (Baines & Turner 1969). Thirdly, the source volume
ﬂux must be suﬃciently small to ensure that the ﬂow remains naturally ventilated
(Woods et al. 2003). If the reduced buoyancy ﬂux is too close to the original buoyancy
ﬂux, it is extremely diﬃcult to detect an intruding interface, thus constraining the
largest possible accessible value of f− , while very small values of source buoyancy
ﬂux typically do not exhibit turbulent plume-like behaviour on the laboratory scale,
thus constraining the smallest possible accessible value of f− . Nevertheless, we believe
that experiments covering this range of f− allow us to consider the fundamental ﬂow
dynamics of such intruding ﬂows.
3.2. Experimental observations
We show images from an illustrative ﬁlling ﬂow experiment in ﬁgure 4. The two
sources at the top of the tank are clearly visible. The openings to the reservoir tank
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Figure 4. Experimental images for a ﬁlling ﬂow with ζ∞ = 0.39 and f+ = 8.5 at τ = < 0; 0.5; 1;
1.5; 2; 2.5. The original (less dense) plume ﬂuid is coloured red and the ﬁnal (more dense) plume
ﬂuid is coloured blue. Each square is 1 cm2 . The source has dimensional radius bs = 2.5 mm.
The initial dimensional source volume ﬂux Qo = 0.40 cm3 s−1 and the ﬁnal dimensional source
volume ﬂux Q+ = 0.79 cm3 s−1 . The initial dimensional source buoyancy ﬂux Fo = 0.14 cm4 s−3
and the ﬁnal dimensional source buoyancy ﬂux F+ = 1.2 cm4 s−3 .

are in the bottom right corner of each image. For scale, the squares on the left are
1 cm2 each. For this experiment, ζ∞ = 0.39 and f+ = 8.5. The original plume (from
the right-hand source) is coloured red, while the more dense ﬁlling plume is coloured
blue. The images were taken at 2-min intervals, corresponding to dimensionless times
τ < 0 (approaching the original steady state), τ = 0.5, τ = 1, τ = 1.5, τ = 2 and τ = 2.5.
The characteristic transient deepening of the total depth of the two layers is apparent
due to the increased volume ﬂux associated with the denser plume. Also, the more
dense plume completely penetrates the original layer, and ﬁlls the room from below.
The ﬁlling layer is purple in colour due to the entrainment by the more dense plume
as it passes through the original layer.
The dynamics are qualitatively diﬀerent in the illustrative intruding ﬂow experiment
images shown in ﬁgure 5. As in ﬁgure 4, the less dense plume is coloured red, and the
more dense plume is coloured blue, and for this experiment the dimensionless times
shown are τ < 0 (approaching the original steady state), τ = 1, τ = 2, τ = 3, τ = 4 and
τ = 5. (These correspond once again to 2-min intervals of real time, but since the
initial buoyancy ﬂux is larger in this case by a factor of eight, the ﬁlling box time To
deﬁned using the original buoyancy ﬂux as in (2.4) is smaller by a factor of two.) The
characteristic transient reduction in total depth of the two layers is apparent due to
the reduced volume ﬂux of the less dense plume. The intrusion of the plume ﬂuid can
also be seen, and there is clear visual evidence of the overshoot of the plume into the
original layer. Some penetrative entrainment appears to be occurring, even at quite
late times (e.g. τ = 3). Essentially, these illustrative experiments exhibit very similar
dynamics to the schematic ﬂows presented in ﬁgure 1, allowing of course for the
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Figure 5. Experimental images for an intruding ﬂow with ζ∞ = 0.39 and f− = 0.12 at τ = < 0;
1; 2; 3; 4; 5. The original (more dense) plume ﬂuid is coloured blue and the ﬁnal (less dense)
plume ﬂuid is coloured red. Each square is 1 cm2 . The thin layer of original ﬂuid visible in
panel f remains for a long time due to the ﬁnite height of the openings to the external reservoir.
The source has dimensional radius bs = 2.5 mm, The initial dimensional source volume ﬂux
Qo = 0.79 cm3 s−1 and the ﬁnal dimensional source volume ﬂux Q− = 0.40 cm3 s−1 . The initial
dimensional source buoyancy ﬂux Fo = 1.2 cm4 s−3 and the ﬁnal dimensional source buoyancy
ﬂux F− = 0.14 cm4 s−3 .

vertical inversion due to the use of sources of brine to model heat sources, and they
present some evidence that it is sensible to model the ﬂow with a non-zero value of E.
3.3. Proﬁle evolution
To investigate whether our models are useful to describe experimental ﬂows
quantitatively, we conducted three ﬁlling ﬂow experiments and three intruding ﬂow
experiments. We varied both the ratio of the initial and ﬁnal buoyancy ﬂuxes, and
the eﬀective opening areas. For the intruding ﬂows, the parameter values chosen were
very similar to those used to determine the empirical value of E. We measured vertical
proﬁles of the density using a conductivity probe approximately every minute. The
measured conductivity was calibrated with both salt concentration and temperature.
The temperature of the ﬂuid was carefully controlled, as the typical salt concentrations
in the intruding layer were of the order of 0.1 %, and so thermal variation in density
could be signiﬁcant. Proﬁles of dimensionless reduced gravity ĝ (as deﬁned in (2.3))
are plotted with a thick solid line in ﬁgure 6 for the ﬁlling ﬂow experiments and
in ﬁgure 7 for the intruding ﬂow experiments. In each case, the proﬁles are oﬀset
by a constant amount (40 for the ﬁlling ﬂows and 10 for the intruding ﬂows) for
clarity. For the sake of comparison, proﬁles plotted in ﬁgure 6(b) were measured in
an experiment with very similar parameter values to the experiment shown in ﬁgure 4,
while proﬁles plotted in ﬁgure 7(b) were measured in an experiment with very similar
parameter values to the experiment shown in ﬁgure 5.
In ﬁgure 6, the theoretical prediction of the evolution of the reduced gravity in each
layer is also plotted with a thin solid line. In ﬁgure 7, the evolution of the theoretical
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Figure 6. Experimental measurements of reduced gravity proﬁles ĝ(ζ ) (plotted with thick solid
lines, and oﬀset by 40 units for each proﬁle) for the ﬁlling ﬂow experiments with (a) ζ∞ = 0.27,
f+ = 8.7, ﬁnal dimensional source volume ﬂux Q+ = 0.78 cm3 s−1 and ﬁnal dimensional source
buoyancy ﬂux F+ = 1.1 cm4 s−3 at times τ < 0, τ = 0.19, 0.47, 0.75, 1.0, 1.3, 1.6, 1.9, 2.1,
2.4, 2.7, 3.0, 3.2, 3.5, 3.8, 4.1, 4.3, 4.6, 4.9, 5.2, 5.5, 5.7, 6.0; (b) ζ∞ = 0.38, f+ = 8.7, ﬁnal
dimensional source volume ﬂux Q+ = 0.78 cm3 s−1 and ﬁnal dimensional source buoyancy ﬂux
F+ = 1.1 cm4 s−3 at times τ < 0, τ = 0.1, 0.38, 0.66, 0.93, 1.2, 1.5, 1.8, 2.0, 2.3, 2.6, 2.9, 3.1,
3.4; (c) ζ∞ = 0.38, f+ = 3.1, ﬁnal dimensional source volume ﬂux Q+ = 0.55 cm3 s−1 and ﬁnal
dimensional source buoyancy ﬂux F+ = 0.41 cm4 s−3 at times τ < 0, τ = 0.04, 0.32, 0.60, 0.88,
1.2, 1.4, 1.7, 2.0, 2.3, 2.6, 2.8. For all experiments, the source radius bs = 2.5 mm, the initial
dimensional source volume ﬂux Qo = 0.38 cm3 s−1 and the initial dimensional source buoyancy
ﬂux Fo = 0.13 cm4 s−3 . The theoretical predictions for the reduced gravity of each well-mixed
layer and their locations are plotted with a thin solid line. Visual measurements of the interface
locations are plotted with open circles.

prediction for the reduced gravity with penetrative entrainment (E = 1.06) is plotted
with a thin solid line, while the theoretical prediction with no penetrative entrainment
(i.e. with E = 0) is plotted with a dashed line. On all ﬁgures, the visually identiﬁed
interface locations (using the shadowgraph technique) are plotted with open circles.
Considering the ﬁlling ﬂow proﬁles ﬁrst, as expected the interface locations are well
predicted. As in ﬁgure 3(a), the new ﬁlling layer deepens in a monotonic manner
1 (cf. the ﬁfth
towards its steady state. This deepening is somewhat faster when f+
proﬁles on ﬁgures 6(b) and 6(c) around τ = 0.9, slightly above 150) as the increased
buoyancy ﬂux implies larger volume ﬂuxes. The presence of the original layer delays
the approach of the ﬁlling layer towards its ﬁnal steady state due to the greater value
of qt associated with the enhanced buoyancy in the two layers. This diﬀerence is
relatively small however, and it seems that the appropriate time for the ﬁlling ﬂow
evolution is the ﬁlling box time scale associated with the increased buoyancy ﬂux f+ .
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Figure 7. Experimental measurements of reduced gravity proﬁles ĝ(ζ ) (plotted with thick
solid lines, and oﬀset by 10 units for each proﬁle) for the intruding ﬂow experiments with
(a) ζ∞ = 0.27, f− = 0.12, initial dimensional source volume ﬂux Qo = 0.78 cm3 s−1 and initial
dimensional source buoyancy ﬂux Fo = 1.1 cm4 s−3 at times τ < 0, τ = 0.42, 0.94, 1.5, 2.0, 2.6, 3.2,
3.7, 4.2, 4.9, 5.5, 6.0, 6.5, 7.1, 7.6, 8.1, 8.7, 9.3, 9.9, 10.4, 11.0, 11.5; (b) ζ∞ = 0.38, f− = 0.12, initial
dimensional source volume ﬂux Qo = 0.78 cm3 s−1 and initial dimensional source buoyancy ﬂux
Fo = 1.1 cm4 s−3 at times τ < 0, τ = 0.36, 0.88, 1.4, 1.9, 2.5, 3.0, 3.6, 4.1, 4.7, 5.3, 5.8, 6.8, 7.4,
7.9, 8.4; (c) ζ∞ = 0.38, f− = 0.34, initial dimensional source volume ﬂux Qo = 0.54 cm3 s−1 and
initial dimensional source buoyancy ﬂux Fo = 0.40 cm4 s−3 at times τ < 0, τ = 0.28, 0.64, 1.0,
1.4, 1.8, 2.1, 2.5, 2.9, 3.2, 3.6, 4.0, 4.4, 4.7, 5.5, 5.8, 6.2, 6.6. For all experiments the source
radius bs = 2.5 mm, the ﬁnal dimensional source volume ﬂux Q− = 0.39 cm3 s−1 and the ﬁnal
dimensional source buoyancy ﬂux F− = 0.13 cm4 s−3 . Visual measurements of the interface
locations are plotted with open circles. The theoretical predictions for the reduced gravity
of each well-mixed layer and their locations are plotted with a thin solid line when there
is assumed to be penetrative entrainment (with entrainment parameter E = 1.06) and with a
dashed line when there is assumed to be no penetrative entrainment (i.e. E = 0).

Nevertheless, there is a consistent bias in the visual measurements towards the base
of the ﬁlling layer. This is unsurprising as it is the transition region of the most rapid
change of density gradient from the fresh layer to the salty layer. The erosion of the
original layer is captured clearly by the density proﬁle. Furthermore, the density of
the original layer is close to uniform (in the sense that the density variations within
the initial layer are substantially smaller than the density variation between the ﬁnal
ﬁlling layer and the ambient ﬂuid) and captured by the emptying ﬁlling box model,
appropriately modiﬁed to capture the eﬀect of ﬁnite source volume ﬂux (Woods et al.
2003). The density of the ﬁlling layer is not uniform however, but has a very similar
structure to the proﬁle considered by Caulﬁeld & Woods (2002) for a ﬁnite volume
ﬂux emptying ﬁlling box. This is unsurprising, since on entering the ﬁlling layer, the
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plume has signiﬁcant volume ﬂux. As discussed in Caulﬁeld & Woods (2002), such a
layer evolves towards uniform density, and the dynamics are typically little aﬀected
by the non-uniformity in the density proﬁle. Also, it is clear that the well-mixed layer
predicts a density very close to that of the average value of the density of the actual
layer, and so the well-mixed assumption appears thoroughly reasonable.
Turning attention to the intruding ﬂow proﬁles, the situation is substantially more
complicated. Certain characteristics are apparent. The reduction in total depth of the
buoyant layers is observed, and agrees well with the models for all three experiments.
The density of the intermediate layer throughout much of its depth is typically close
to well mixed, although there is some evidence of a gradient throughout much of the
layer (for example the 11th proﬁle for τ = 5.5 around 100 in ﬁgure 7a), and there is
typically a thin region of relatively strong gradient at the top of the layer. This region
of strong gradient may be thought of as being caused by penetrative entrainment
by the intruding plume at the early stages of the intermediate layer development.
Also, the visual measurement of the original interface location better matches the
model with penetrative entrainment with E = 1.06 (plotted with a solid line) than the
non-entraining model (plotted with a dashed line), particularly for the cases shown
in ﬁgures 7(a) and 7(c).
Indeed, when the buoyant layers are suﬃciently shallow, and the density change
is suﬃciently large (i.e. ﬁgure 7b) penetrative entrainment is relatively unimportant.
However, when the layers are deep (i.e. ﬁgure 7a) or particularly when the buoyancy
ﬂux reduction is relatively small (i.e. ﬁgure 7c) the penetrative entrainment plays a
signiﬁcant role in the reduction of the original layer depth. Also, the experiments
suggest that the ﬂow evolves on the draining time scale associated with the original
buoyant layer rather than the ﬁlling box time, as is apparent through the comparison
between the thick solid line and the dashed line.
However, the detailed observation of the density proﬁle shows some discrepancies
between the entraining model and the observations. These discrepancies are masked
by the visual observations of the density interface locations. The real behaviour of the
system lies somewhere between the non-entraining and entraining models’ behaviour,
and these two models should be considered as end-members bracketing the actual
ﬂow behaviour. Most signiﬁcantly, in general the reduced gravity of the intruding
layer is very close to the reduced gravity predicted by the non-entraining model, with
a relatively thin region (of the order of 1–2 cm) of varying reduced gravity at the top
of the intruding layer. This is not entirely surprising, as the penetrative entrainment
is unlikely to lead to a completely well-mixed intruding layer, particularly when the
total intruding layer is relatively deep. Since the entrained ﬂuid is more buoyant than
the intruding ﬂuid, it is likely to remain above the intruding layer.
Furthermore, the visual measurements of the interface location tend to correspond,
as in the ﬁlling ﬂows, with the edge of the transition region between the layers, where
the density gradient varies most rapidly. This bias, particularly at the transition
region from the original layer to the intruding layer, tends to make the agreement
with the entraining model appear somewhat better than it actually is at predicting
the behaviour of the system.
3.4. Interface measurement
We analysed interface measurements from a sequence of fourteen transient
experiments, including six ﬁlling experiments with increased buoyancy ﬂux and the
eight intruding experiments with decreased buoyancy ﬂux used to determine an
empirical value for E. We used six diﬀerent groups of experimental parameters,
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Figure 8. Experimental measurements (plotted with symbols) and theoretical predictions
for the original interface (thick solid lines) and either the ﬁlling (a–c) or intruding
(d–f ) interface (thin solid lines) plotted against dimensionless time τ for experiments with: (a)
ζ∞ = 0.27, f+ = 8.0; (b) ζ∞ = 0.40, f+ = 8.4; (c) ζ∞ = 0.36, f+ = 3.0; (d) ζ∞ = 0.26, f− = 0.12;
(e) ζ∞ = 0.36, f− = 0.12; (f ) ζ∞ = 0.36, f− = 0.36. Diﬀerent symbols correspond to diﬀerent
experiments with the same parameters. The steady-state interface locations naturally diﬀer
from ζ∞ due to the ﬁnite volume ﬂux at the source. In (a–c), the evolution of the interface
which develops when a plume with buoyancy ﬂux f+ ﬁlls a room initially containing only
ambient ﬂuid is also plotted (with a dashed line). In (d –f ), the evolution of the original
interface if it drains with no plume is plotted with a dashed line and the evolution of the
interfaces are plotted with dotted lines if there is no penetrative entrainment at all, and so
qe = 0.

closely related to the values used in the six experiments whose results are shown in
ﬁgures 6 and 7. Every combination of external opening area and original and ﬁnal
source density was used at least twice. This veriﬁed that the results were reproducible.
For ﬁlling ﬂows, the source buoyancy ﬂux was increased, f+ > 1. Three diﬀerent
combinations of opening areas and source buoyancy ﬂuxes are shown in ﬁgure 8(a–c).
For comparison, the parameters for the experimental results shown in ﬁgure 8(b) are
similar to those for the illustrative experiment shown in ﬁgure 4, while the parameters
for the experimental results shown in ﬁgure 8(a–c) correspond closely to those for
the experimental results shown in ﬁgure 6(a–c) respectively.
In ﬁgure 8(d –f ), we present the results of the eight diﬀerent experiments we
conducted for intruding ﬂows in which the source buoyancy ﬂux is decreased. Once
again, experimental data are marked with symbols, while the theoretical predictions
of the height of the original and intruding interfaces are marked with thick and thin
solid lines respectively. For comparison, the parameters for the experimental results
shown in ﬁgure 8(e) are similar to those for the illustrative experiment shown in
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ﬁgure 5, while the parameters for the experimental results shown in ﬁgure 8(d –f ) are
similar to those for the experimental results shown in ﬁgure 7(a–c), respectively.
The model predictions for the evolution of the two interfaces are in good accord
with the experimental data. In particular the model of penetrative entrainment is
adequate to describe the enhanced erosion of the original interface compared to the
ﬂow with no entrainment (by comparison with the predicted evolution of the ﬂow
when E = 0, as plotted with a dotted line), at least for ﬂows with intermediate values
of f− and ζ∞ , or equivalently ζss . This is not entirely surprising, as we used the data
from these experiments to determine the most appropriate value of the entrainment
parameter E.
We note that the penetrative entrainment is overestimated by the simpliﬁed model
herein when the change in the buoyancy ﬂux is relatively large and the plume has
had a relatively large distance to propagate. In this case, the velocity in the plume
decreases substantially as it migrates through the intruding layer towards the upper
interface (ﬁgure 8e, which is a similar experiment to those shown in 5 and 7b). This
overestimate of the entrainment leads to the prediction of a more rapid erosion of
the upper original layer than observed in the experiments.
It may therefore be appropriate to model the entrainment coeﬃcient E as E(F r),
as postulated by Linden (1973), Baines (1975), Kumagai (1984), where F r is the
interfacial Froude number deﬁned as
w(ζo )
(3.3)
Fr = 
1/2 .
b(ζo )(g/ρa )(ρ(ζo ) − ρo )
This quantiﬁes the relative strength of the density jump at the original layer compared
to the arriving plume’s inertia. However, we do not believe such added complexity
substantially improves the quality of the model as a predictive and descriptive tool.
Indeed, both the entraining and non-entraining models capture diﬀerent aspects of the
ﬂow evolution, and the non-entraining model is useful to capture the bulk properties
of the intruding layer, particularly when the change in reduced gravity and the
steady-state depth of the layer is relatively large (e.g. for the ﬂow parameters of the
experimental results shown in ﬁgures 5, 7b and 8e).
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we have considered the transient evolution of an emptying ﬁlling box
when the source buoyancy ﬂux is changed instantaneously. There are two qualitatively
diﬀerent ﬂows which may develop, depending on whether the source buoyancy ﬂux
is increased or decreased after the original ﬂow has reached steady state, with a
well-mixed buoyant layer in the upper part of the room. If the source buoyancy ﬂux
is increased, we refer to the ﬂow as a ‘ﬁlling’ ﬂow, since the more buoyant continuing
plume rises through the original layer, and ﬁlls the room from the ceiling downwards.
The original layer is eroded by entrainment into this plume as it rises, and a new
buoyant layer ﬁlls the room from the top. Typically, the total depth of the buoyant
layer overshoots both its original and ﬁnal values. The ﬂow evolves on the natural
ﬁlling box time scale of the enhanced buoyancy ﬂux plume, and there is very good
agreement between simple models based on the evolution of well-mixed layers, and
the results of a range of laboratory experiments.
On the other hand, if the source buoyancy ﬂux is decreased, we refer to the ﬂow
as an ‘intruding’ ﬂow, and the ﬂow dynamics are qualitatively diﬀerent. The plume
now becomes a dense fountain as it intrudes into the initial buoyant layer, and
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then collapses back to form an intruding layer below the original layer. The original
layer reduces in depth in two ways: drainage through the top opening and penetrative
entrainment by the fountain. The combined depth of the buoyant layers actually
decreases transiently, since the volume ﬂux draining through the top opening is
typically larger than the volume ﬂux in the plume with decreased buoyancy ﬂux
as it enters the buoyant layers. The time scale of evolution of this ﬂow appears to
be related to, but to be somewhat faster than the time scale of the draining ﬂow
associated with the original buoyant layer.
Penetrative entrainment is less important when the reduction in buoyancy ﬂux is
suﬃciently large. In general it does play a measurable role in the ﬂow dynamics in
reducing the depth of the original layer unaﬀected by the intruding ﬂuid. However,
away from a relatively thin transition region between the intruding layer and the
original layer, the process of penetrative entrainment does not lead to a signiﬁcant
reduction in the mean density (or equivalently an increase in the reduced gravity) of
the intruding layer, and so a non-entraining model describes well the evolution of the
bulk of the intruding layer. As the intruding layer deepens, less and less entrainment
occurs. Indeed, since the total depth of the layers reduces somewhat, the plume ﬂuid
is typically dense compared to its surroundings, and so it behaves as a fountain,
which eventually stalls in the intruding layer without reaching the (receding) original
interface.
The penetrative entrainment can be modelled by the simple assumption that the
entrainment is linearly proportional to the volume ﬂux of the arriving plume. There
is some relatively weak evidence of a higher-order dependence on Froude number
(as deﬁned in (3.3)) and direct measurement of the density of the intruding layer
shows some weak non-uniformity. However, for the intermediate Froude numbers
considered herein, the predictions of our simpliﬁed model are in reasonable accord
with the experimental data, and therefore we believe they provide a satisfactory model
of the dominant processes, with any further complexity in the penetrative entrainment
model being unlikely to improve the agreement with the experimental measurements.
Fundamentally, the experimental evidence of the density proﬁles for intruding-ﬂow
experiments show us that there is a transition region across which the density varies
smoothly between the two layers, and visual observation of the interface location using
the shadowgraph technique tends to pick out the top (particularly for the interface
between the intruding layer and the original layer) rather than the midpoint of the
varying region. Our simple model treats the transition region as a sharp interface,
and so it is important to remember that this is only an approximation to reality.
To determine reasonable models to bound the actual behaviour of the ﬂow, we have
considered two situations: a simple model with penetrative entrainment where the
entrainment parameter E as deﬁned in (2.16) is determined to ﬁt best the visual
observation of the interface between the two layers and a model with no penetrative
entrainment at all (i.e. E = 0). The evidence suggests that the ﬁtted value of E = 1.06
somewhat over-estimates the eﬀect of penetrative entrainment, particularly on the
density of the intruding layer, while the no-entrainment model does not capture the
enhanced reduction in the depth of the original layer.
Indeed, it is best to think of the two models, one with a simple universal law
for penetrative entrainment, and the other with no penetrative entrainment at all, as
models which bound the region of possible ﬂow evolution. Penetrative entrainment can
be important, and our model appears to be useful to construct an upper bound on the
potential impact of penetrative entrainment on ﬂow evolution. In real applications
it is likely to be diﬃcult to distinguish between the relatively small diﬀerences in
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predictions in the model, due to other uncertainties associated with, for example,
obstacles, and the fact that real sources of buoyancy are unlikely to behave exactly
as point-source plumes.
The process by which a ventilating room evolves from one steady-state regime
to another has some important implications for the eﬀectiveness and response time
of control systems in natural ventilation. Two situations arise which are pertinent.
Consider a space heated from a localized source in which there is upﬂow displacement
ventilation with a two-layer stratiﬁcation. A control system can set the steady height
of the interface between the lower layer of cold external air and the upper layer of
warmer interior air by varying the ratio of the area of the upper and lower openings.
In winter, the interface can be set to lie 1 m or so above the ground, so that the
occupants lie within the comfort of the warmer upper layer (lower panels of ﬁgure 1).
If the external temperature rises during the day, then the heating load may be reduced,
and this will trigger the transient re-adjustment of the temperature of the upper layer
of air. The continuing plume will supply a new cooler layer at the interface, causing
the original hot layer to be displaced from the system. This transition will then lead
to rapid re-adjustment of the temperature experienced by the occupants in the lower
part of the room (middle lower panel of ﬁgure 1).
In contrast, if the external temperature falls, then this will trigger an increase in
the heating load (as shown in the upper panels of ﬁgure 1). The continuing plume
then rises to the top of the room, where a new warmer layer migrates downwards
to the original interface. The occupants will only beneﬁt from this new warmer layer
once the original cooler layer has been eroded (right upper panel of ﬁgure 1). Our
model calculations, in § 2, have shown that this erosion only occurs after one or two
ventilation ﬁlling box times, To (as deﬁned in (2.4)). In a real building, To will be
approximately 15 to 20 minutes in order that the air in the space is replenished three
or four times per hour, and so with natural ventilation, an increase in the heating
will only beneﬁt the low-level occupants 15 to 20 minutes after it has been initiated.
This is important in planning the operation of such a space, perhaps in constraining
the time required for any pre-heating of the air.
Furthermore, the model also has relevance for air-conditioned spaces, in which
cool air is supplied as downwelling plumes from high level. If one interior space
is connected either to a larger space or the exterior through high- and low-level
openings, then one might again expect a two-layer stratiﬁcation, with a cool layer
of air at the ﬂoor. If this layer becomes too cool, a reduction in the cooling load
will lead to an intruding ﬂow at intermediate level (i.e. an ‘upside-down’ version of
the lower panels of ﬁgure 1). Occupants near ground-level in the building will only
experience the warmer conditions once the original cool layer has completely drained
away and the new intruding layer has propagated to the ground level. In contrast, if
the space is too warm, an increase in the air-conditioning will have immediate impact
in cooling the air near ground-level, as is apparent in an upside-down version of the
upper panels of ﬁgure 1. This asymmetry in the response of increases and decreases
in the strength of the buoyancy ﬂux has important implications for setting the timing
of the control system which manages such naturally ventilated spaces. Indeed, a more
pro-active control is required in the case in which there is a delay between the change
in buoyancy ﬂux and the associated beneﬁt in comfort conditions for the occupants.
The authors would like to thank an anonymous referee, whose queries and
suggestions greatly improved our understanding of the dominant physics, and the
content of the manuscript.
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Appendix. Penetrative entrainment model
To develop the model which underlies (2.16), we ﬁrst propose a simple condition to
determine when the rising fountain penetrates the original layer and thereby actually
has the potential to entrain some of the original ﬂuid into the intruding layer, and
have qe > 0. Baines et al. (1990) collated experimental data from many authors and
found that the dimensionless rise height of a fountain ζm was given by
 √ 1/2
[m− (ζo )]3/4
9α π
,
(A 1)
ζm = A
10
[ĝ i q− (ζo ) − f− ]1/2
where the (negative) buoyancy ﬂux of the fountain at the original interface is fd = f− −
ĝ i q− (ζo ) and A = 2.46 is an empirically determined constant. More recently, Bloomﬁeld
& Kerr (2000) suggested a revised value of this coeﬃcient to be A = 2.32 ± 0.08. We
use the value A = 2.4. We infer that if ζm < ζo − ζi , then the fountain ‘stalls’ in the
intruding layer and there is no penetrative entrainment of the upper layer.
In the case that the fountain penetrates the upper layer above ζo (τ ), it is also
necessary to parameterize the amount of ﬂuid entrained from the upper layer. We
follow the proposal of Lin & Linden (2005), and assume that the entrained volume
ﬂux is linearly proportional to the volume ﬂux of the fountain upon arrival at the
layer in which it is dense, i.e. we assume
qef = Eqd ,

(A 2)

where E is assumed to be a universal, empirically determined constant, and qd is the
volume ﬂux arriving at the lower interface of the layer in which it is dense.
If the intruding layer is extremely thin, all the ﬂuid entrained by the fountain is
new to the intruding layer, and so qe = qef and qd = q− (ζi ) = qi . Similarly, in some
circumstances, the plume may actually still be buoyant when it reaches the new
intruding layer. Now, the value of the buoyancy ﬂux f at the interface with the
original upper layer may be calculated from (2.12) by substituting q− (ζi ) for q+ (ζo )
and ρ− (ζi ) for ρ+ (ζo ). The volume ﬂux qo = qp (ζo ) when the plume reaches the original
layer can be calculated from (2.5), with the boundary conditions qc = qi+ , mc = mi+ .
In this case, the entrained ﬂux from the upper layer has the form qe = qef = Eqo .
However, in general, the fountain is dense relative to the intruding layer, and so
we adopt the fountain model from the lower interface between the lower layer of
external ﬂuid and the lower boundary of the intruding layer. With this picture, the
fountain therefore entrains some of the intruding layer before entering the original
layer. Baines et al. (1990) found that the fountain had a constant rate of entrainment
with height, and so we assume that, provided ζm > ζo − ζi , (2.16) applies, i.e.


[ζo − ζi ]
,
(A 3)
qe = Eqi 1 −
ζm
with the constant E being empirically determined, as described in the main text of
the paper.
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